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Coastal areas are extremely vulnerable to impacts from changing marine conditions, which are increasingly being
driven by human activity (e.g. nutrient cycling, salinity, hydrography, sea level, climate change). Recent research
into the complex and dynamic cycling of carbon in many increasingly nutrient-enriched coastal systems has
suggested that they have switched from being net C sources to net C sinks over the last ∼150 years. This study
seeks to explore carbon sequestration rates over the last 150 years from several key regions across the coastal
Baltic Sea by synthesising organic carbon (OC) inventories from multiple well-dated sedimentary records from
Baltic coasts. Such data will provide insight into long-term coastal change and how terrestrial human impact is
influencing the ecology and biogeochemistry of the Baltic Sea.
To examine past and present rates of carbon burial in key coastal areas of the Baltic Sea, a synthesis of
30-40 sediment cores from across the Baltic Sea is presented here from Baltic Denmark, Germany, Latvia, western
Sweden and southern Finland, and are primarily from near-shore and shallow fjord/estuarine sites. The majority
of sites span the last ∼100-150 years and the majority (>75%) are independently dated using 210Pb. Unsupported
210Pb inventories also allow raw sedimentation rates to be corrected for sediment focussing, permitting regionally
reliable estimates of OC accumulation rates to be calculated and provide a plausible basis for upscaling OC
accumulation rates within these key regions of the Baltic. Preliminary data analyses suggest a major step-change
in system behaviour during the 20th century following low, stable (∼10 g OC m-2 yr-1 focussing corrected,
OCFC) rates pre-1900. The initial rise in burial rates occurs early in the 1900s though is punctuated by a slight
fall during the 1930s/1940s. After 1950, burial rates dramatically rise (consistently up to ∼45 g OCFC m-2 yr-1;
4 x pre-1900 rates), a pattern which is repeated across the dataset.
Comparison with multiproxy data for these sites and other regional environmental data (including nutrient/pollution records) shows this rapid rise coincides with major changes in algal communities, suggesting
fundamental ecosystem change with nutrient loading. Furthermore, these coastal sites also show similar trends to
OCFC burial rates in north-western European lakes over the last 150 years, where OCFC burial rates peak in the
1980s before declining as catchment nutrient management strategies have been developed in many countries. This
supports the hypothesis that the main driver of coastal eutrophication, primary productivity increase and OC burial
is terrestrial nutrient loading (and that most coastal OC is autochthonous rather than allochthonous, terrestrial C),
although in the Baltic this is complicated by internal nutrient (especially P) recycling under increasing anoxia
and North Sea inflows, and in the northern part, drainage from DOC-rich boreal catchments with low population
density and little agriculture.. Finally we also compare our data to offshore, deep water carbon burial rates in the
Baltic Sea to assess if OC burial rate estimates for the Baltic Sea region need revising due to under-estimation of
the coastal carbon sink.

